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Re-surface to front of leisure
centre to improve quality
of pedestrian facilities

Add pair of speed humps
on track to reduce impact

Staggered bollards 1.50m between

Swimming

of cycle speeds

bollards, 2.0m between rows

Baths

Planter to deter
cycle movements

3.00m wide pedestrian

1.0m wide low

path link in alternate coloured

maintenance

surface materials

planted strip

3.30m wide tarmac
cycle track link. Allow

Planters to deter

space to move bikes

cycle movements

freely around cycle

parking area.

New cycle parking

for leisure centre

Create new 3.0m wide path, min

1.0m from building line in alternate

coloured surface material. Retain
hard landscape to maximise overall
space for user groups.

Improve space between

Bench

Swimming

new bridge and building line

to maximise "comfort" between

user groups

Pool

Priory

Bench and
artwork

Use path geometry to
reinforce change in environment

Mill

from cycle track to shared use area

30 degree angle to parapet

(site of)

to remove right angle corner

New pedestrian and cycling

walking bridge, approx 12m

12m overall span

span, 4m wide usable width
to maximise comfort space

4.0m between

parapets

between user groups

Drain

Remove existing path alignment

to prevent creation of new desire

Existing path no cycling

lines. Replace with additional planting,

Shared use path pedestrian priority

bench or artwork.

Create straight approach onto
new bridge to improve visibility

Soft landscape area

New path alignment to create chicane

beyond the bridge. Retain path

Cycle track / shared use path no priority

movement through geometric design

width at 4m to maximise perception

Widen existing path to 3.00m

in order to slow cyclists down on approach

of space and to reduce potential for

Hard landscape area

to new bridge structure.

Bench

conflict between user groups

Proposed structure

Single bollard located centrally to reinforce

Tarmac over run area

slow speed environment.

Bench

Footbridge

Bench

Remove existing path alignment

New planting to prevent

to prevent creation of new desire

new  desire lines.

lines. Replace with additional planting,

Bench

bench or artwork.

Art

New path alignment to create chicane

Bollards set 1.50m apart

movement through geometric design

with centre bollard set in

in order to slow cyclists down on approach

New path to be located

to new bridge structure.

centre of new path. 0.30Ø

2m from face of existing

Add pair of speed humps

Single bollard located centrally to reinforce

timber with reflective bands

hedge line

on track to reduce impact

slow speed environment.

of cycle speeds

Staggered bollards 1.50m between
bollards, 2.0m between rows

C Typical  bridge sections removed

MP

01/07/16

B Extent of path works amended

MP

14/06/16

Area to W of bridge amended.

A

MP

06/06/16

Art

Drain

Notes added, bollards added
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